validation and students evaluated by SPFA. (A) Focus group demographics including gender, major, and undergraduate levels. Data using this group of students is displayed in Figure 2. (B) Demographics of students evaluated by SPFA including gender, major, ethnicity, and class rank that includes both multidisciplinary undergraduate sample and sample from pre flowcharts for middle and high school summer program. Data using this group of students is displayed in Figures 3 and 5- 
Questions:
• What ideas are the same between Figure 1 and 2?
• What ideas or elements are in Figure 2 that are not in Figure 1 ?
• Is there things about the formatting or appearance between Figure 1 and 2 that you think are different? What do these differences mean in terms of the scientific process?
• Which do you think is a more realistic representation of what happens while doing research? Why?
• What parts of Figure 2 are you confused about in their place in the scientific process?
• Why do you think that people outside of science would not think of the scientific process as depicted in figure 2? Summer research students varied in the amount of time on campus from 2 weeks to 6 weeks. The students present for 6 weeks got all the following actives whereas the students present only for 2 weeks got a smaller subset.
• Rubric dimension number 1 assesses the connections. The rater tallies the lines and the arrows that connect ideas in the flowchart counting the lines, the one-direction arrows, and the two-direction arrows independently. For the purpose of this count, two items connected by two arrows going in opposite directions, should be counted as a single two-direction arrow instead of multiple one-direction arrows. The determination of ratings for this dimension of the rubric is partially subjective, as the suggested differentiation between the different ratings does not account for all possible permutations of types and number of connections. A numbered or bulleted list, for example, would have no connections between ideas. Likewise, a combination of lines, one direction, and two direction arrows connecting ideas is not accounted for in the rubric ratings. The delineation between ratings is presented in relative terms, as the goal of this dimension is to see a change in the types of connections used and not necessarily the overall number.
Rubric dimension number 2 is a measure of the numeracy of experimental design ideas including general terms like question, hypothesis, experiment, results, and conclusion. It also includes ideas that are important to appropriate and interpretable experimental design (data analysis, variables, controls, ect). Each set of items for this section need to be counted and placed in its corresponding row. For this section, and any following, each idea (either a word or phrase) can only be counted once. If it is counted as part of the experimental design section, for example, it cannot also be counted in the nature of science section. Each set has a suggestive, but not an exhaustive list of items that would count towards each section. After determining the number of items in each row the rater then would sum them together to determine the overall number of items in the experimental design section. This is placed on the first row in the section. Using this sum of items you would then determine the rating by finding the range of that applies to your calculated value.
Rubric dimension number 3 documents the numeracy of reasons for doing science. The terms listed here are just examples, so other terms may be judged acceptable. For this dimension, the reasons given need to be counted and the rating awarded according to the total tally.
Rubric dimension number 4 measures the student's understanding of the "nature of science." The first sub-category addresses the idea that a problem or a question can not be solved by performing one experiment, and will instead likely need multiple lines of evidence (different types of experiments). The science and society part of this ranking is aimed at the recognition that science is influenced by society and that society influences science. The last criterion for nature of science is a representation that a problem is not solved or evaluated by a single lab, but that there is a role for the whole scientific community. For all of these criteria, the terms listed here are just examples. For this dimension the items pertaining to the listed ideas need to be counted and the rating given according to the total number of items that represent "nature of science" ideas.
Rubric dimension number 5 measures the overall layout of items. This interconnectivity rating documents the flow of the items together. This dimension is only documented by a rating and does not include any items. The rating of 1 is suggested to be a purely linear arrangement of the items but also includes flowcharts that lack arrows. The rating of 2 is an intermediate rating that is generally given if the flowchart isn't completely linear and can include an arrow at the end that returns to the beginning. This occurs, for example, in many depictions of the scientific method where, after the hypothesis is rejected, an arrow points back up to the beginning. The rating of 3 shows a possible organization of the items where they are connected in more of a circular arrangement but is unidirectional and doesn't have non-adjacent items connected. The rating of 4 is intermediate between 3 and 5. The rating of 5 shows a completely connected flowchart with flow represented in multiple directions, no specific start, and items are connected even when they are not next to each other in the flowchart.
